Host Tim says:
<<<Resume Mission, 10008.06>>>

FCO_Dain says:
::in the Captains Chair::

CIV_Ian says:
@::on the bridge of Pez's ship, looking for a data link to his computer system::

CEO_Taylor says:
@::scanning the ship::

CTO_Wakefield says:
@::scanning cargo bay, phaser ready in holster, set to level II stun::

CMO_OMallory says:
::in sickbay::

Pez says:
::in sickbay, after having been dragged there by those nasty security officers::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::on the bridge, at his console, making some readings of the source of debris::

CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: Ok Pez...up on the biobed.

Pez says:
::eyes the CMO warily, but complies:: CMO: If you insist. ::humphs::

CNS_Cook says:
::on the bridge setting at OPS::

CIV_Ian says:
@:;finds one, looks like a standard mark 3a Ferengi Commerce Authority data coupling... should have something that works with that::

CMO_OMallory says:
::shrugs:: Pez: Makes my job easier.  ::sees Pez up on biobed::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::looks to SCI 2 and notices SO Altsen tapping his console::

CEO_Taylor says:
@CTO: Report.

CIV_Ian says:
@Tesla: Hand me the interface coupling from the third compartment... the red one.

FCO_Dain says:
CNS: Contact the away team, we have not had a report from them as of yet.. just make sure everything is alright.

CNS_Cook says:
COM: AT: This is the Gryphon please report.

CNS_Cook says:
FCO: I am ready to tractor Pez’ ship into the shuttle bay.
FCO_Dain says:
CNS: Go ahead. ::checks her console::

CMO_OMallory says:
::begins scans::  Pez: So, what brings you back to our ship again?

CTO_Wakefield says:
@CEO:  I'm not picking up anything.

Pez says:
CMO: Everyone's jobs must be made easier, yet I am always treated so offhandedly by you people... ::shakes his head in annoyance::

CIV_Ian says:
<Tesla>:: Rummages around in the kit he is carrying for a moment and comes out with the coupling::

Pez says:
CMO: I am afraid that yet again you saved my life. ::sounding none too pleased::

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: I'll be in charge to bring the ship to shuttle bay one, if you don't mind.

CMO_OMallory says:
::runs scans::  Pez: Just hold still a minute and we will be all set...

CEO_Taylor says:
@::looks sad:: CTO: Me neither, let's keep it up...

CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: We aim to please. ::smiles a bit sarcastically::

Pez says:
CMO: Don't worry, those security people of yours won't let me go anywhere.

FCO_Dain says:
CSO: Cook already has it.

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO/CNS: I'll check its conditions as soon the ship gets inside.

CNS_Cook says:
::begins to tractor the ship in::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::smiles:: CNS: I'm watching you, Mr. Cook.  As soon as you get the ship inside, I'll check its conditions.

CIV_Ian says:
@::This will likely take a while, the FCA is usually pretty paranoid about data security... knowledge IS profit, after all::

Pez says:
::his short legs dangle on the edge of the biobed while he waits for the CMO to start doing whatever he needs to do... Pez can't wait to get out of that ghastly sickbay place::


Host CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: Would you like me to fix your lacerations?

Pez says:
::hmmms...:: CMO: I guess so. ::they do hurt a tad...::

CNS_Cook says:
*CEO* Please report.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CNS: Is the ship already inside the shuttle bay?

CNS_Cook says:
CSO:I am doing it now. ::the ship starts to be pulled in::

CEO_Taylor says:
@*CNS* We are scanning the ship, nothing new... yet, I'll keep you advised...

CNS_Cook says:
*CEO* Understood, I am tractoring the ship into shuttle bay one.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CNS: I'll monitor the ship's structural integrity.

CMO_OMallory says:
::grabs instrument and begins::  Pez: This will only take a minute.

Pez says:
CMO: I'll take you on your word. ::looks wary at the instrument the doctor holds:: You can't really like doing this...

CIV_Ian says:
@::sitting around waiting for the tricorder and its software to do its thing....  not much else to do, looks like a typical Ferengi bridge layout...  starts wandering around checking things out::

FCO_Dain says:
::stands and moves to CNS to watch over him sitting in her old seat:: CNS: Everything going alright?

CEO_Taylor says:
@*CNS* You tractoring?? hmm.. Permission to come aboard, I want to stay alive!!  ::laughs::

CNS_Cook says:
FCO: They are running scans now, and they said they will keep us advised.

CTO_Wakefield says:
@::continues scanning::

CIV_Ian says:
@::maybe he has some extra profit-making goodies stashed around here in hidden compartments, hmmmm:::

Host CMO_OMallory says:
::works on facial cut::  Pez: Actually...I do

Pez says:
::looks surprised:: CMO: Well, really... you get to see about it all in this quadrant!
FCO_Dain says:
::nods at him:: CNS: Keep me informed.. ::does not move away but watches::

CNS_Cook says:
::thinks about beaming the CEO out into space:: *CEO* Permission denied, don’t you trust me?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::monitors the structural integrity of the vessel::

CIV_Ian says:
@::taps on the various consoles, looking for hollow panels, Tesla gets the idea and starts sniffing around::

CNS_Cook says:
::ship is in shuttle bay one:: FCO: Pez’ ship is in the bay now. CSO: Do your scans.

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO/CNS: Structural integrity normal.  Nothing unusual to report.

FCO_Dain says:
::turns to CSO: Good.. that is a relief for once nothing unusual to report.. ::smiles::

CEO_Taylor says:
@*CNS* Of course I do... I just can't stop thinking about the cats ::smiles and looks at the CTO that doesn't understand:: CTO: Long story...

CNS_Cook says:
*CEO*See you made it, no harm done.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::listens to CNS:: CNS: Now, beginning scans on the vessel.

Host CMO_OMallory says:
::finishes with procedure::  Pez: Ok Pez...you are done.  You get a clean bill of health.

Pez says:
::checks himself, making sure every part of his body is where it should be:: CMO: Well, I guess you could have done worse ::actually, he is satisfied, but you know these Ferengi persons::

Host CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: But tell me...why are you out in these parts anyway?

Pez says:
CMO: Me? I am a trader. I simply look to expand to new markets.

CEO_Taylor says:
@*CNS* Counselor!! You’ve been practicing... Looks like your time out of the Gryphon paid off...

FCO_Dain says:
::pats Cook on the shoulder:: CNS: Nice job.. ::moves back to the center bridge::

CNS_Cook says:
FCO: Thank you ma'am.

FCO_Dain says:
::sits down.. ma'am.. is she that old looking? ::

CNS_Cook says:
*CEO* Of course, but I have done OPS before I left also.

Host CMO_OMallory says:
::puts instruments away::  Pez: I see...and, any luck with the new markets?

Pez says:
CMO: As you can see, not much. And now my ship is in badly need of repairs and there are lots of people fiddling with it and tearing it apart!

CSO_MacLeod says:
::grins with CEO's comment:: CNS: See?  That's what happens when you stay away from this ship. ::smiles::

CIV_Ian says:
@::checks the tricorder....  sees that the ships navigational log is Dl'd...  looooks like good ol’ Pez has covered most of the sector....  last stop was SB 78::

Host CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: May I offer you something to drink?

Pez says:
CMO: I would appreciate that.

CTO_Wakefield says:
@::sees a sealed case.  Begins scanning it with his tricorder::

CEO_Taylor says:
@::sees a sealed case:: CTO: Hmm, that's odd...

CNS_Cook says:
::keeps working at his station waiting for the AT to reply with more info::

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO/CNS: The ship shows its structural integrity on 23%.  Shuttle bay one closing and force field disable.

FCO_Dain says:
::nods at CSO::

CTO_Wakefield says:
@CEO:  Don't open it yet.  Let me finish scanning it.  It could be booby trapped.

CIV_Ian says:
@::looking at the navigation log further, it appears as though Pez has a penchant for, shall we say, somewhat dubious company....   ::

CIV_Ian says:
@::looks like a regular guide to Pirate Dens of the Owlston Nebula::

CEO_Taylor says:
@CTO: You got it,..

CEO_Taylor says:
@CTO: What do you see? ::Looks over his shoulder at tricorder reading::

CNS_Cook says:
*CEO* Anything to report?

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Now, if you excuse me, ma'am, I'll return to check the debris field.

FCO_Dain says:
CSO: Yes please.. continue.. ::wonders when the XO will be back to relieve her:

Host CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: I have just the thing for you...like Irish whiskey?

Pez says:
CMO: I find it worthy of my palate unless it's replicated? ::looks dubiously at the CMO::

CTO_Wakefield says:
@CEO:  Just paper.  It looks safe to open.  ::looks at case's locks::

CEO_Taylor says:
@*CNS* We have found a sealed case, were investigating it right now...

Host CMO_OMallory says:
::goes to his cabinet, pulls out bottle, pours 2 glasses and hands one to Pez::  Pez: For me, only the real thing...

Pez says:
::gives O’Mallory his toothy grin:: CMO: A man who knows quality... ::takes the glass:: Now that is something I understand.

CNS_Cook says:
*CEO* Be careful, you don’t know what Pez may be up to.

CEO_Taylor says:
@CTO: Leave it to me, that's a double sealing mechanism with a triple inducers reinforced with latinum...

CSO_MacLeod says:
::sends a signal to the Class IV probe and awaits the return::

CTO_Wakefield says:
@::unlocks briefcase and opens it.  Rifles through the papers::

Host CMO_OMallory says:
::sips a bit::

CEO_Taylor says:
@CTO: You open it by pressing these three buttons at once...

CSO_MacLeod says:
::begins to receive some information, nothing important::

Pez says:
::eyes the liquid, a glint in his eye... perhaps he can interest this human in some goodies::

CEO_Taylor says:
@CTO: Hey! I'm trying to feel important; you could've let me open it...

CEO_Taylor says:
@CTO: After all, I am your superior officer...

CNS_Cook says:
*CEO*Anything important in the case?

Host CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: So, what is new for our friend Pez?

CIV_Ian says:
@::sends a copy of the navigation logs to the ship's database for further cross-referencing::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: PAPERS ARE LISTING OF WEAPONS, SUPPLIES, CRAFT WITH PRICES FOR EACH

Host CMO_OMallory says:
::tries to be friendly, hoping the whiskey will help Pez loosen up::

Pez says:
::wonders for a moment if all this isn't a ploy to try and get information out of him... wouldn’t' put that kind of maneuver out of the fleeties:: CMO: Well... ::takes a sip:: Mighty good stuff Doc.

Host CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: I only get the best when it comes to whiskey...

CSO_MacLeod says:
Altsen: I want to focus the LRS on this point. ::points a place on his screen::  Do it and make a full sweep, let's see what happens.

CTO_Wakefield says:
@::smiles::  That may be, but this is my area of expertise.  ::shows papers::

CEO_Taylor says:
@CTO: And... ::sees what's on the papers:: ::Taylor's voice deepens:: We've got a problem.

CEO_Taylor says:
@CTO: I believe that what's on these papers is your area of expertise as well...

FCO_Dain says:
::checks ships position and makes adjustments::

CTO_Wakefield says:
@::sees a velvet case in the corner of the briefcase, opens it::

CEO_Taylor says:
@::Sees a blue velvet case in the corner::

CNS_Cook says:
FCO: ::sees her at her station:: Captain’s chair not to your liking?

Pez says:
CMO: New as in new... I need to repair my ship, restock, and back to trading. I can keep you stocked with this fine stuff if you want; I also take nothing but the best.

CSO_MacLeod says:
<Altsen> CSO: Aye, sir.  Scanning now. ::begins the sweep::

Host CMO_OMallory says:
::moves closer to Pez::  Pez: I see...what is new on the trading block?  ::sips more of his drink::

CEO_Taylor says:
@*CNS* Counselor, We have found a listing of weapons in a briefcase, we may have a problem...

FCO_Dain says:
::looks at CNS:: CNS: Pardon?

CNS_Cook says:
FCO: Nothing.

FCO_Dain says:
CNS: Well it is fine.. I just feel out of place.

CNS_Cook says:
*CEO* Listing of weapons like an invoice sheet or what?

CTO_Wakefield says:
@::pulls a sealed petri dish out of velvet case::

CTO_Wakefield says:
@::scans dish with tricorder::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::observes the results of the sweep::

Pez says:
::shrugs while taking another sip:: CMO: Not much, I'm afraid... I need to expand, most markets are taken as you probably know already... it is not easy to compete, but I know I can do it. Still, the bottled onion and garlic deal wasn't a good one for my finances.

FCO_Dain says:
:;looks over to CNS and listens, wondering why the CEO is contacting him to tell him what they have found::

Host CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: Like some more?

Pez says:
::extends his glass to the doctor:: CMO: I would Doc.

Host CMO_OMallory says:
::pours another shot for Pez::

CNS_Cook says:
*CEO*Anything about the paper or anything else?

CTO_Wakefield says:
@CEO:  There are nanites in this petri dish.  I believe THESE, are your department.


CEO_Taylor says:
@*FCO* Lieutenant, We have found a listing of weapons in a briefcase, we may have a problem...

CTO_Wakefield says:
@::hands petri dish to CEO::

Pez says:
::likes the stuff... humans have some good things, one of them being their whisky and the other is sharing it for free::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: CSO'S SCAN SHOWS SOME MINUTE ITEMS OF HUMANOID MANUFACTURE

Host CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: I am sorry to hear that.  But way out here?  Any luck with new markets here?

Pez says:
CMO: Oh not much... talk about colonies... gotta see for myself you know. ::empties his glass again::

FCO_Dain says:
*CEO*Aye.. contact the CO or XO Mr. Taylor, if they are unavailable contact the CMO.. he is next in charge.

CEO_Taylor says:
@CTO: I believe you are right, let me see... ::scans with his Curtis, his favorite engineering tricorder::

CTO_Wakefield says:
@::takes papers and begins flipping through them again::

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Ma'am, I'm taking some readings here.  Apparently, there are some minute items of humanoid manufacture on the debris.  Parts of houses, spacecrafts, for example.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::observes the monitor with Pez’ ship's conditions::

FCO_Dain says:
CSO: That does not sound good.. what else have you recovered?

Host CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: Aren't you a bit far from home?  ::pours another shot::

Pez says:
CMO: Oh yes that I am... ::takes the glass again:: far from home, but I will be back and be Grand Nagus. ::raises his glass:: For the Grand Nagus Pez!

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: And Pez' ship shows an imbalance of the warp core!

CTO_Wakefield says:
@CEO:  I want to take these to my office and organize these.  I should be able to find out the who's, where's, what's, and possibly the why's.

Host CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: I see...big plans.  ::raises glass::  But how can YOU become Grand Nagus?
Pez says:
::empties the glass again:: CMO: By way of latinum of course... and negotiation. That's what makes us a powerful race...

CEO_Taylor says:
@CTO: What??????

CNS_Cook says:
FCO: Do you want me to place shields around the shuttle bay, just in case something goes wrong with its core?

FCO_Dain says:
::swears under her breath. where is the Command staff???:: *CEO* We have an imbalance of the Ferengi ship's warp core!

CIV_Ian says:
@:;notices a flashing on the engineering status board... hmmm::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CNS: Can you tell our CEO that Pez' ship is having a major problem with its warp core?

CIV_Ian says:
@::hmm, warp core imbalance::

CNS_Cook says:
CSO: She just did.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::listens to FCO telling to CEO the bad news::

FCO_Dain says:
CNS: We will rid ourselves of the ship if we cannot stabilize it.

CIV_Ian says:
@*FCO* I have indications of a warp core imbalance here.. you might want to get this ship out of the shuttle bay.

CEO_Taylor says:
@*FCO* Understood...

CEO_Taylor says:
@::Goes to a panel::

CNS_Cook says:
::prepares to eject the ship by reraising the shuttle bay doors::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::listens to CIV comment:: FCO: I agree with him, Lieutenant.  And fast.

FCO_Dain says:
*CIV* Already on it thank you Dr.

Host CMO_OMallory says:
::pours another shot of whiskey::  Pez: I see you really like the Irish whiskey...

CIV_Ian says:
@::starts trying to rebalance the core from the engineering panel on the bridge::

FCO_Dain says:
OPS: Prepare to let our newly acquired baggage go...

Pez says:
::watches the light-tea colored beverage in his glass again:: CMO: That I do... you have good stuff here, did I tell you so already?

Host CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: Why does it seem like the Gryphon runs into you quite often?

Pez says:
CMO: Certainly not my choosing, you're just everywhere I go...

CNS_Cook says:
FCO: Already working on it, and I am putting force fields in place as a precaution.

CIV_Ian says:
@:;attempts to cut of AM flow to the core, overriding the AM injectors::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::his console shows more information about the warp core:: FCO: The warp core is severely damaged. We may now be able to contain it.

CNS_Cook says:
::locks on to Pez' ship with tractor controls and is ready to remove it at a moments notice::

FCO_Dain says:
::stands:: *CIV* Are all of our away team personal departing the Ferengi’s ship?

CIV_Ian says:
@:;shifts power from internal systems to core containment fields::

Pez says:
::thankful he's sitting down::

CNS_Cook says:
::gets a transporter lock on the AT team also::

CTO_Wakefield says:
@CEO:  You've got your hands full here.  I'm going to go analyze these.  Call me if you need me.

CTO_Wakefield says:
::exits Ferengi ship::

FCO_Dain says:
CSO: After it is out of our shuttle bay we can re-think it.. for now I think the best precaution is caution.. 
CNS: Get it out of there now.

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Aye. ::maintains the monitoring::

CNS_Cook says:
::starts to remove the ship, it is going out::


CIV_Ian says:
@::starts shutting down matter injectors as well... take the whole core off-line, it isn't like we need the power::


Host Tim says:
ACTION: FEREGI WARP CORE NOW GETTING CRITICAL

CEO_Taylor says:
@*FCO* Lieutenant, The damage to the warp core is too great to do anything, I'd get us out of here with what we found and I'd get that vessel as far away as possible...

Host CMO_OMallory says:
::moves a bit closer::  Pez: Tell me...is there anything of interest in the cargo of your ship...maybe of some value?

Pez says:
::leans forward:: CMO: Wouldn't you like to know, huh? ::a glint in his eyes:: All I have is there... my cargo, my clients' lists... and something I don't know what it is but I know it's worth a small moon indeed.

FCO_Dain says:
*CEO* Evacuate the ship.

CNS_Cook says:
FCO: The AT are transporting back now, and the ship is exiting the bay.

CEO_Taylor says:
@*ALL on AT* Attention, emergency transport will soon initiate take all that is of interest with you...

CIV_Ian says:
@*FCO* I recommend you dump this ship immediately, I will continue to try to override the core and make the ship safe.

CEO_Taylor says:
@*TR Chief* Get ready to beam us out on my command...

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Oh no!  Warp core is getting critical!

FCO_Dain says:
::moves to the helm to get the Gryphon away from the Ferengis ship::

CEO_Taylor says:
@::gets the papers and the vase::

CIV_Ian says:
@::Tesla grabs the tricorder and scampers off, trying to get off the ship and into the shuttlebay::

CTO_Wakefield says:
::waits to see if the rest of the away team gets off::

CNS_Cook says:
::locks onto the Civilian as the ship is moving out of the bay,::


FCO_Dain says:
*CIV* Doing so now.. evacuate the ship!

CEO_Taylor says:
@*TR Chief* Energize!!

Host Tim says:
ACTION: AT IS BEAMED OFF PEZ' SHIP

CEO_Taylor says:
::dematerializes::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::keeps the sensors on the ship::

CIV_Ian says:
*FCO*I will remain here until the ship is clear... you can then beam me off.. it might blow if I leave the panel.

CEO_Taylor says:
::rematerializes in TR room::

CNS_Cook says:
::gets the ship out:: FCO: Do we need to move the Gryphon?

CSO_MacLeod says:
CNS: They are out.

Host CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: A small moon?  Do you have any idea what it could be?  ::pours another shot for Pez::

Pez says:
::looks inside at the glass and sways it a bit... likes the doc, nice for a human:: CMO: Not quite, but I will find out soon... when they let me go back to my ship that is.

CEO_Taylor says:
*FCO* Get the ship out now!!

FCO_Dain says:
CNS: We are moving..

CNS_Cook says:
::raises the shields of the Gryphon::

CTO_Wakefield says:
*Bridge* Did you get them off?

FCO_Dain says:
*CIV*Dr?

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: I suggest we move the ship out of here!  The explosion will be very big!

CNS_Cook says:
::puts all extra power to the shields and the engines::


CEO_Taylor says:
::gets on the bridge::

FCO_Dain says:
::sets course away from crippled Ferengi ship.. about to explode and make a mess in the Nebula::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::monitors the warp core of the vessel::

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: Get out of here, I suggest warp speed...

CIV_Ian says:
*FCO* Somebody beamed me off....  I hope you have that ship out of the shuttlebay and we are well clear of it!!

Host Tim says:
ACTION: MCMUDO IS BEAMED BACK TO GRYPHON

CIV_Ian says:
::rematerializes in the TR... hoping the ship doesn't blow now that he is no longer manually controlling the M/ARA::

CIV_Ian says:
::looks around for Tesla...  sees him over in the corner of the TR::

FCO_Dain says:
*CIV* Stifle it.. we are not a bunch of rookies..

CTO_Wakefield says:
::heads to his security office on deck seven::

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Warp core is critical!

FCO_Dain says:
::moves the Gryphon further away::

CTO_Wakefield says:
*Jenkins* Pete, meet me in the security office ASAP.  I need your help with something.

CNS_Cook says:
::increases power to the shields and warp engines::

FCO_Dain says:
::moves the Gryphon further and further away::

Host CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: When will you find out?  I am curious...

Pez says:
::gestures for the doc to wait:: CMO: Just takes doing some of what you do, you know... poking with things, analyzing... not too good at it myself let me tell you

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: Why don't we warp out of here?


Host Tim says:
ACTION: FERENGI SHIP EXPLODES AS GRYPHON MOVES AWAY

Host CMO_OMallory says:
::motions the security people outside of sickbay::

CTO_Wakefield says:
<Jenkins> *CTO* Aye sir.  On my way.

CEO_Taylor says:
::looks at the viewscreen::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::notices the ship exploding on sensors and on screen::

CNS_Cook says:
::covers his eyes at the bright light is really hurts them::

FCO_Dain says:
::plops down in the CO's chair:: Aloud : Sheesh.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Hey, chief!  Are you okay?

CEO_Taylor says:
CSO: Well, I'm in one piece...

CIV_Ian says:
:;heads for the bridge::

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Good job, Lieutenant.

FCO_Dain says:
CSO: You as well.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::smiles with both comments::

CEO_Taylor says:
~~~CNS: Oh come on, it’s not that bad! ~~~::holds his smile... or at lest he tries::

Host CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: May I help you with your...analyzing?

Pez says:
::hmmmms in thought... then takes another swallow, forgot about sipping by now:: CMO: Could do, you know... might help...

Host CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: Like some more?

CTO_Wakefield says:
::feels tingling in his head::

Pez says:
::nods eagerly::
CTO_Wakefield thinks:  ::someone onboard is using telepathy::

CNS_Cook says:
~~~CEO: You don’t have optical implants either~~~~

Pez says:
::really, might offer the doc to become associates::

Host CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: I could...but I need to know what I am analyzing and where you got it from?   Helps with research...

FCO_Dain says:
::makes out another report for Starfleet ::

Host CMO_OMallory says:
::pours still another shot::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::checks the conditions after the explosion::

FCO_Dain says:
CSO: Analyze the matter in the explosion.

CEO_Taylor says:
~~~CNS: Always a good excuse up our sleeve eh?~~~

CIV_Ian says:
::enters the bridge and goes over to an empty console::

CTO_Wakefield says:
::arrives at security office and sits at his desk, organizes papers and grabs a blank PADD::

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Light levels of dilithium radiation, small parts of the craft, nothing else.

FCO_Dain says:
::sees McMurdo come onto the bridge:: CIV: Glad you are here in one piece.. Dr

CNS_Cook says:
~~~CEO: Nope just reasons, which reminds me you need to adjust them for me~~~

CSO_MacLeod says:
::continues the analysis::

CIV_Ian says:
:;checks to make sure that all the data he got from the Ferengi ship is stored and isolated::

Pez says:
::ponders a bit::

Pez says:
::ponders some more::
Pez says:
::empties his glass::

FCO_Dain says:
Aloud: SO who wants to tell Ferengi Pez that his ship is gone?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::points to CNS::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::smiles::

CNS_Cook says:
::restores normal power to everything::

Host CMO_OMallory says:
::smiles a bit at Pez::

CNS_Cook says:
CSO: Why are you pointing at me?

Pez says:
CMO: Well... it's some sort of technology... verrrry specialized.

Host CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: Really?  How ...specialized?

CSO_MacLeod says:
CNS: You can tell him, right? ::smiles::

FCO_Dain says:
::grins::  
CIV: Did you acquire any informative information while on the ship?

CNS_Cook says:
CSO: Oh I will tell him, I have no problem with that.

CEO_Taylor says:
~~~CNS: I'll try to fit you in, how about in November? That’s the earliest I've got...~~~

CNS_Cook says:
~~~CEO: Oh yeah your evaluation is coming up, how about tomorrow?  I can run a schedule and still get friends in. ::smiles::~~~

CEO_Taylor says:
~~~CNS: Now I understand why people fear your evaluations...~~~

CTO_Wakefield says:
<Jenkins>  ::arrives at security and enters CTO's office.  CTO:  What do you have for me?

CIV_Ian says:
FCO: Actually, yes....  it appears that our friend Pez is rather a fan of the Piratical set... at least he seems to know all the popular pirate hangouts.

CIV_Ian says:
FCO: He is undoubtedly in commerce with them.

CEO_Taylor says:
*Kint* Report?

CTO_Wakefield says:
Jenkins:  Start flipping through these and entering them into a PADD will you.  We need to find the who, what, where, why, and how’s of it all.
Pez says:
CMO: Pretty much. ::nods emphatically:: just don't know what it does. Need to find out if I am to trade with it of course. Mine of latinum...

FCO_Dain says:
CIV: What kind of items did you find aboard?

CIV_Ian says:
FCO: And he always go straight back to SB 78 after making a stop at a Pirate location.. he is probably selling either weapons or information... possibly both.

CIV_Ian says:
FCO: Most of the data hasn't been deciphered yet, but his navigation logs are rather clear....

FCO_Dain says:
CIV: You are probably correct.  Questioning him will do no good..

CTO_Wakefield says:
<Jenkins>::grabs a stack of papers and a PADD and begins cataloging::

Host CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: Who wanted this technology?

CNS_Cook says:
~~~CEO: Fear only is the beginning for you~~~

CSO_MacLeod says:
::again, returns to the debris::

CEO_Taylor says:
<Kint>*CEO* I am running a scan on the nanites, you might want to get over here to supervise...

Host Tim says:
ACTION: AS CEO CARRIED PETRI DISH, THE LID SLIPPED A BIT.

Pez says:
::leans back in his chair, looking slightly more disoriented if possible:: CMO: Well... nobody right now. But if I know what I got, I can trade. Just need to know.

Host CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: Who gave it to you in the first place?

CEO_Taylor says:
*Kint* On my way...

CNS_Cook says:
CEO: What did you do with the nanites, they are safe I hope, you don’t have them with you do you?

CIV_Ian says:
FCO: No, he will lie like a rug, as usual...  we need to consider other measures, perhaps.


FCO_Dain says:
CIV: Enough to land him in cuffs.. now

Host CMO_OMallory says:
::feels like making progress::

CEO_Taylor says:
::gets in ME::

CIV_Ian says:
FCO: Perhaps... but it might be in our interest to let him wander around.....  I wonder if we can get his cooperation somehow...

FCO_Dain says:
CIV: In what way... ? A trap maybe? ::smiles::

CTO_Wakefield says:
::continues to feel a tingling in his head::

Pez says:
CMO: ::blurred voice:: Just found it... the guy said I would make good use... ::the room is spinning a tad? Empties his glass::

CNS_Cook says:
::is relived by a junior OPS officer:: jrops: Yeah now you get here.

Host CMO_OMallory says:
Pez: Found it where?

Pez says:
CMO: Just traded... it wasn't much in pay but I thought I'd give it a chance... I'm open minded you see.

CEO_Taylor says:
Kint: So?

CEO_Taylor says:
<Kint>CEO: It's getting along nicely... The lid is pretty loose, though...

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV: Perhaps a calm conversation may help...  We have to hit him where hurts more, his pocket.

CIV_Ian says:
FCO: If we can turn him, we might be able to clean most of these pirates out... if we lock him up, they will merely find a new supplier, one we don't know.

CNS_Cook says:
<JROPS>sir??

CNS_Cook says:
jrops:: Nothing, ::smiles::

FCO_Dain says:
CIV: You are correct in your assumption.. has he met you yet?

CIV_Ian says:
FCO: Once, briefly... probably wouldn't remember me as we have had no dealings...
CEO_Taylor says:
Kint: Interesting, Pez must know more about this... perhaps a visit would be nice...

CNS_Cook says:
FCO: Would you like me to tell Pez about his ship?

Host Tim says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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